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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on 
this podcast. It's important that. I tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out 
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content 
releases including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be 
happening in your own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and 
written articles that you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership 
perspectives and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely 
don't want to miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four 
seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word 
l. e. a. d. two four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash subscribe. So 
you don't miss any future leading saints content. All right i'm here with jack probably One of our 
younger listeners. jack tell us about yourself who you are. Maybe where you're about to serve 
your mission and support meeting saints. I'm jack do see from a midway utah. I have recently 
been called the servants scotland and ireland. It has been wonderful listening to leading saints 
to prepare me to be missionary very soon all right mark. So i'm mark josie. I live in midway utah. 
I worked for franklin covey. I listened to leading saints because it gives me insights about the 
gospel. It's thought provoking lots of good gas to thinking around lessons. Eighteen steph 
fourteen to eighteen year olds. Church martin good topics that kind of ice skater on helping us 
lessons plan was telling me we go on runs together with your podcast not actually physically but 
on your runs dell y you support leading saints so my name's leeann. Jessie midway utah. You're 
and i love listening to leading saints because it helps me to fill the spirit and it helps to get me 
outside of the butson of mike sometimes and expand many thinking and and it helps me to be 
the gospel in a different light. It's the leading saints. Podcast by name is kirk franklin your host 
and if you're noodle eating saints we are a nonprofit organization dedicated helping latter-day 
saints be better prepared to lead and we do that through content creation like this this podcast 
we have newsletters. We have online articles leading. Saints dot org Jump over there. Hit the 
start here button and show you round now. This is a how. I lead segment of the podcasts. Were 
trying to publish. These more regularly on wednesdays may sometimes thursdays depends on 



how organized we are some behind but we press forward nonetheless and in this how i lead. 
Why should tell you how i lead. Segment is where we talk with an everyday leader. Who has 
some leadership. Experience just tells us how they leave now because they have all the 
answers are they cracked the code or anything like that but simply have a personal experience 
that we may benefit from by hearing and in this episode. We talked with norm hill. Who's 
actually been on the main podcast before he has written a book called what they don't teach you 
at the mtc that comes out in march of twenty twenty one and we talk about how he leads as 
virtual missionary. He's a former michigan president and has served in a couple of mission 
presidencies and He has thought about this question a lot as far as being a virtual missionary 
especially four full-time missionaries. So this would be great. Episode to share with a 
missionary. Who's about to leave on their mission or maybe one of the field if they can. Listen to 
podcasts. I made they should write. This is some great stuff or really any latter day saint. Who's 
just trying to make more of an effort of being a better missionary so you're gonna love it. Here's 
my interview with norm hill. How he leads as a virtual missionary. Today i'm sitting down again 
with norm hill. How are you. i'm doing great. Thanks so much for having back a yeah no. I really 
enjoyed our first conversation. And you're you know you're busy body. You're making some 
great content out there and We have a book coming out believe it's in march. Isn't that the 
release date early saints tonight from sear for one they don't teach you the mtc. Yeah what a 
great title. And obviously this is some Content probably coming from your experience working 
with missionaries both as a counselor to emission president and as a mission president yourself 
and and we live in a different time of of missionary work. You're seeing online. Is this girl. 
Facebook unique Whether they're dances or games or animations the missionaries are are 
doing. And it's it's kinda cool to see that we're not necessarily knocking door to doors which is 
probably a positive direction that we're headed right absolutely i. 
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The church is very innovative. The same time looks from a research point of view to see what 
works and what does and during code it's disrupting everybody's lives and routines. And as 
we've all heard usually from elder ooh door this time for missionaries to think out of the box to 
try new things down again a somewhat controlled cautious as a area that is available. It's 
instead hey let's start out a little bit. And so when i heard that mission president they had just 
announced ipads for missionaries. We weren't able to get ipad sin for missionaries in africa but 
today almost every companionship has an iphone with lots of access to the internet mostly 
through facebook is what missionaries are using mission. Presidents can request a broader us. 
And based on that there's some kind of review that occurs in the missionary department and 
more than facebook may be available to missionaries yet. So definitely unique time in. How are 
you seeing. As far as i know you have even grandchildren that are serving missions. about 
some of those interactions of some tips and tricks. You're you're doing because it is you kind of 
get the feeling of will. We need to be super creative. Where were you know creating this almost 
funny content online because it captures people's attention but Tips tricks where do we start to 
understand or help. Missionaries understands how to be a virtual missionary during this time. 
And i think there's a lot that we could do if there's a missionary from your ward ranch doesn't 



have to be in your family. I write to currently to six missionaries four grandsons. Then a young 
man from our ward who. We think a lot of ad then a a niece a- grand-niece. I actually don't know 
very well. But we have a chance to talk a lot and i would encourage people to share their own 
experience when they see a video from a missionary. I personally am not one to resonate with 
the skits. That are occurring. Seem a little less serious. I guess is the best way to say 
sometimes almost frivolous. I really do lied the messages that very similar to the campaign short 
chad's of years ago i a mormon where very real people being vulnerable and honest are sharing 
their testimony and their experience and i think those can be enormously affect the in addition 
missioner's being very creative so i have a two experiences to share. One is a missionary who 
is now serving. Emma nevada las vegas mission was called to the czech republic and when she 
was reassigned to nevada. Las vegas mission. She joined a bunch of face grow groups for 
women especially professional women due to vegas. And said hey. I'm interested single 
professional. I'm interested what's available for people who don't want to go to the strap or play 
odor. What kind of available and she connected with a fair number of women and they all 
shared some experiences and somebody said to me again. You said you were somehow going 
to the czech republic and now you're in las vegas. What's that story all about. And so she 
explained what she was doing man three or four people who were were interested one of those. 
They were able to begin teaching as a talk. I remotely been a portion of their their time. They 
taught in person and this woman was baptized. Met just find joining this group of newcomers. I 
have a friend who is serving in the state of washington who tells me a similar experience. A 
woman who plays jazz piano and a wind instrument and joined a couple of jazz groups in the in 
the washington state area had contact with people. Somebody said generally a lot about back 
ground. She explained her background. In as part of that that she was in state of washington 
serving as a volunteer for church through a series of interactions. Several people were 
interested. Started asking her questions as that for flipping the conversation. Yeah i'll take that 
any day. 
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And she was able to teach several people at invite one of the men that she was she and her 
companion. were teaching detergent. He attended a zoom church and had a great experience in 
their continuing to teach in now. Missionaries are doing things like that. I just read an email of an 
elder who was serving in the england. London mission and heinous companion trying to think of 
things to do as started at a cooking class online. Now they only know how to cook one vein 
spicy tacos tomac cooking class that had over fifteen thousand responses and started the 
same. What are we gonna do for our encore Spice talking this is all we know so with their 
second cooking class. They did spicy enchiladas with their third cookie class. They did spicy 
burrito with their or cooking class. They took another variation of spicy tacos. Was they didn't 
have the same number as they continue to teach their classes on spicy tacos but they took 
something. They knew how to well do do well. It'd have musical talents. Have the ability of some 
missionaries. Who have vocal or instrumental skills to do music. That can often stir the soul. 
They did something that they know. And because of that they were able to have raised profile of 
the church have some gusts conversations. Yeah on facebook cure Christine says that white 



sun serving in colorado has joined groups related to some of his hobbies fishing a national 
parks. That's exactly what you're saying right like finding the interests of the missionary and 
embracing yes and then you can do it in a very authentic and genuine way and that's really 
important as well. You don't join a group just to be able to teach join a group be part of an 
interest group that shares interest you personally are are out and then by participating in that 
group others will ask you what you're doing and ask for more information and then instead of us 
sort of pushing things on others. It's a poll letting others say what are you doing. Tell me more 
about you and then very freely sharing who you are what you are about star with who you are. I 
just read earlier today. A small manual that a senior couple who were serving in spain and are 
now serving in the state of washington put together. They emphasize start with your first name. 
Known you go online. Don't say elder sister. Say i nor meal in here in the state of washington 
normal here in barcelona. Spain were the senior couple had served creed asli and then you go 
into your interest and people will if you have their genuine interest at heart. They'll feel that will 
sense. That in the responded kind and this is interesting. Because i feel like it's sort of breaking 
some some norms who've been used to i remember my mission you know i would go through 
areas and nobody but my companion just because he saw the mail coming to me ever knew my 
first name right and i was just elder franken to so many people even in the ward in in even like 
revealing. My first name was sort of felt awkward. A little bit like. But you're not supposed to call 
me that you know only elder whatever and then even with personal interest. Is this feeling of 
well you know. I sort of set that aside for two years in india like i'll get back to that later. Let's get 
back to the gospel right. So hyper focused on will include. Teach you who do you know. We 
need a t- trite any any sort of miss a critical step of building a natural relationship. Where 
because everybody else in the world is not building relationships like that. It's a natural thing. 
Find a common interest and then the conversation goes from there. So so i i love this approach 
of finding these interest groups where it sounds like. You're afraid like maybe they go and find 
some facebook groups of they're interested in they. Just go in there and converse as a natural 
person has an interest there with no like undertone of lake. And that's why i love. Jesus christ do 
you like. There's not like this sly sales pitch right. Yeah there's no manipulation that's the key 
and so again. I have a grandson at one of the interest groups. He joined is rubik's cubes. 'cause 
he loves excuse that he could give him a rubik's cube abbas before taking very long to 
rearrange all the squares so he's going at participating one of the groups that he's apart out with 
rubik's cubes and talking to other people and getting acquainted and as it comes up and normal 
and natural ways which is what has been saying to us. 
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Don't stand on the street corner with a megaphone paraphrase again but instead make normal 
and natural gospel conversations so as a for instance back when i had a real job before i retired 
when i had sons on missions and somebody would say. What did you do for the weekend. We 
typically would get letters from home on saturday. And i'd say something like yeah. Well my son. 
Who's in brazil. Our my son. Who's the ended up. Bronx and queens new york new york south 
mission. Here's something that happened to that he put in his letter. Bunch of people through 
our balloons in a wasn't a gospel. Conversation at many instances but it was in gospel context a 



similar late. I remember having a conversation with someone at work mentioning. That i was 
gonna go this over the weekend the to peanut butter factory that our church produced peanut 
butter in houston texas nationwide and one day a month gave it all to the houston food bank 
and two or three people say really. You guys do peanut butter do that. And a couple. That i 
worked with came with me to can pita butter from houston food bank and loud and started to 
share with other people but hill as family and we may peanut butter. And they're doing this 
student shirts. Isn't that great juice. Do anything like that. Churches be doing more stuff like this 
and so he was more of an advocate than i ever was from the experience. I think you can do 
that. Same kind of think. Online get involved in meaningful activities share thoughtful 
conversations with things that you're already interested in and then it's natural and normal and 
let other people ask what are you. And how do you know about the staff. Fire you where you're 
physically located. Yeah and i hope every bigness officer. We're sort of talking the context of 
fulltime mission. But you know anybody can do this in these finding interest groups with the 
intent of you know you kind of feel like i'm on facebook. Maybe wasting time with my family. 
They say i'm gonna. I'm gonna engage in some of these groups and naturally as these 
conversations. Come up. I'm gonna make it well aware of my background. My belief in jesus 
christ in in my membership in the church in and see where it goes from there right. This is what i 
think. Fulltime missioner's can do in our homes in we've probably all experience where 
missionaries com. We've had them for dinner. That wanna share a message the message and 
then we're awaiting the shoe to drop and say okay. Give me a list of france. Well sometime 
we've been so involved in the church for so long. We've gone through our links to friends as 
ballard said at a recent conference message. Sometimes we don't wanna hear about missionary 
work because we feel already offensive guilt. We're not doing enough will instead of perhaps the 
missionaries just asking for friends. In addition what they might be able to do is teach us better 
how to be virtual missionaries. They can come to our all share their experiences the couple from 
colorado who is serving Serving colorado fishing in handy. What's he doing. how's he doing. 
Share those kind of experiences with us as members teach us how to share the gospel more 
effect on and as president. Oaks has said as advice in a conference stock. Stotka sharing the 
restored gospel. I think it was twenty. Eighteen is people aren't as interested in the doctrines of 
the church as they are the fruits of the gospel and part of the fruits of the gospel that they will be 
most attracted to is what interests them the most. Maybe they have a teenage son or daughter. 
They're struggling with and so they wouldn't be interested in youth activities or they have a 
primary child. They're not quite sure how to teach them about honesty or about inclusiveness 
and so we can share. What happens in a primary class or how we're teaching in our home 
centered church all those kinds of things online and as we do so having those gospel 
conversations see less don as missionaries get into their own and teach but that we have a 
meaningful gospel conversation where we shared important things that matter to us. 
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And no one's going to be offended by that who knows if we say those things in heartfelt 
authentic way. No one's gonna be offended. Yeah interesting especially online. Social media 
noticed. There's this trend toward psych programs. Like as far as like like especially you'll see a 



lot with health like there's the you know intermittent fasting kito or i do the whole thirty plan right 
and to sort of approach. Your gospel life. Thank you talked about the fruits like you're showing 
the fruits of your labor right in online me. I love a good before and after weight loss. Pitcher he 
was like. Wow look the dramatic change. They have in their life and for individuals to share their 
experience in the gospel. Jesus christ as sort of a lifestyle plan that i've used that really brings 
great fruit. Great happiness in my life in. Here's what i do and not that you're pushing on others 
but if you're interested you know we could talk more about it right and that's a very natural way 
to maybe bring up the gospel in wayne again not in this manipulative way where you're trying to 
trick people into suddenly meeting with the missionaries. You're sharing the goodness of the 
gospel of your life in that way. Great if it doesn't will be got another friend. You know fry 
genuine. Don't we need all the friends that we could get. That's right whether they're they're 
online or or not. Yeah certainly there's an opportunity for us to develop real and genuine 
friendships with people that either we've known and at our lives have lost track out people that 
we stayed in contact with so i didn't orleans for twelve years and have a very good friend who's 
catholic and black african american and she often says to me. She call earnings paulette. Called 
me this last week. We have a long conversation about a recent book that she's just finished 
reading asked about inclusive diverse issues and how to promote them in the end. She said tell 
me again. Why are you so interested in africa. I support a school there. I'm trying to help Water 
distribution business. Why africa mainly. Because i lived there. No i i went as a missionary. I got 
involved in sharing gospel. I wanted to expand in addition to giving people a sense of meaning 
in their lives that perhaps was not as available to also help in other ways and so it was just a 
natural harbour. A natural extension of what i did for those three years to still be connected five 
years since i've been so i want to ask you. Sorta bounced back to the the interest groups topic 
with the fulltime missionaries. Because i know full ms. There's like you know you want to see 
progress in your area. You wanna you'd love to be involved in many baptisms as possible. And 
the if you're on this you know. Facebook groover in the interest group about rukia cube. And 
you're talking with somebody in indiana and you're in las vegas and you know that can be 
discouraging or you think i i want to focus on people in vegas right and so any thoughts on that 
dynamic of being concerned of maybe reaching too far out of your area where you're trying to 
influence the community through the gospel yet so today it most missions as long as you're 
having conversation tell somebody's ready to be taught go ahead and have those. Those could 
be far fun. You could be talking to somebody out of the country even and so present sanders 
who's serving in the gun. West mission mission by served in correspond. He told me a couple of 
weeks ago that there were some missionaries in the states. Who started to teach someone in 
the across west mission carried on these conversations got acquainted and then passed them 
off to the missionaries in acros. And as a way of keeping connected president sanders asked 
the missionaries who are teaching to keep leaving backs and messages to the missionaries 
can. I don't know where they're from. They were serving somewhere in the midwest. Keep them 
in the low if you will that they stay connected and then what in a very generous way on. What's 
video when the person was being baptized. They connect the missionaries in the midwest. Us 
through whatsapp video to the baptism service. 
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They were able to watch the person in west africa. Bad from the comfort of their apartment in 
indiana or wisconsin or missouri. Or wherever they were. I think those sorts of things are what 
matter. What really matters when as missionaries. We all know it's not about getting credit by 
the same time we we all say here's people taught bad tides and we take some satisfaction even 
though we all know it's the holy ghost that teaches and it's not a where just bringing people to 
the point where the holy ghost could with us. I think it's those things like what president sanders 
did to connect missionaries. That can make a big difference and do tremendous now a friend of 
mine who was serving in the benning togo mission. Its french-speaking had a missionary. Who 
went home. He's from tahiti. He got caught with some covert requirements. In paris wasn't able 
to get his flight had to be warranting for some period of time. He can't on facebook sending 
notes on facebook to people. Either matt or somebody mentioned the him and found a man in 
neighboring country to benin where he had served in may start a conversation. The man 
revealed that he was a minister had very genuine questions. They were able to carry on gospel 
conversations and he was able to refer him to the full time missionaries when he left for tahiti. 
Good brother was baptized. As a result of the missionary who was in quarantine in paris had 
already glenn his mission. Not saying things are over. Forget it but instead kept data shared the 
message of the restoration but ultimately resulted in someone listening to the gospel who 
probably never would have because of his position in the community and his job was minister. I 
love that that's fascinating. What about like is there line. Like obviously if i as a missionary. I 
have a deep interest in football ryan. So it's like a college sports right but it's probably still 
wouldn't be appropriate for me to get together with a local group and watch You know whatever. 
Football game was on. Espn that weekend. And so i guess there is somewhat of a line there as 
far as interested that fulltime missionaries can do. Maybe they can. Then i don't know involve 
members of boy. I don't know but i guess there are some interest that maybe are simply not 
appropriate for missionaries. Get too involved with you. Know in a more casual way. I'm sure 
there are. But i don't think sports falls into that so okay. Just as an example amuses first name 
my grand said cannon was called to man mar but then reassigned texas with a code and he 
was online and and joined a group were all outdoors. Kind people very sports oriented and he 
started a conversation with somebody about march madness being cancelled by ask year the 
ncw basketball championship and several of them went back and forth. G who would you rooted 
for. Byu fan who you voted for. Why carried on these conversations. He eventually said yeah. 
Jaren texas because cova not able to go to john mara bar. Where is that even. I don't know her 
at bar is explained that was next to thailand previously called burma carried on a conversation. 
He was able to have teaching with this man all started from. Isn't that too man. We don't have 
march madness. The you know room excu running gang art music you. They're all good 
wholesome activities. I'd say that's probably the key martyr was appropriate. What's not 
appropriate As long as these are wholesome positive activities groups that interest groups that 
missionaries are being able to join many mission presidents saying okay mission presidents are 
in control and if emission president felt like something was frivolous so another mission. 
President might see a in a different light or a different way. And that's their calling and my own 
view is if it's positive also interest groups go for. 
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I think it's just worth engaging and having that conversation with the mission presents eight. 
That's my ideas like here's some interest. I found a few groups. You know maybe this activity 
wouldn't be completely sanctioned but You know it's not. It's not like i'm doing swim group but 
You know what do you think i'd say the same. When i was serving as a full-time mission 
president even though was virtual i encouraged missionaries to do things like get involved in self 
reliance classes at your teaching and offer fat people come. We had english classes even 
though gonna have speaking official language of the country's anguish. Most people speak a 
local dialect and could be treating or fantasy guy but especially in many cases. Women haven't 
had the chance to go to school and learning And it limits. Their ability both teach their children to 
participate in church and to be involved in other activities so we had to begin with asus on 
learning english. Those are all things that missionaries are used to doing. I have a friend who's 
tells me than the fort worth mission. Missionaries are very involved in. Byu pathways not only 
referred people too but sometimes teaching the class sometimes bringing people to these online 
classes goes back to win deny although they knew older that you or full time missionaries. It 
was all about give a standard door approach teach the by case the standard discussions and 
don't deviate from that. Both society has changed. The world has changed. Technologies 
available was never available in the past and as again door said some of the things may have 
done in the past all that successful so let's just long for the good old days. Let's look forward to 
what's available. Let's experiment in a thoughtful methodical way. You know it's not anything 
goes but let's do it in a deliberate way. And the means successful what seems to be successful 
in very natural conversations buried genuine expressions of interest for things that are different. 
We're different people so let your personality come through if you will and see success as 
having good gospel conversations not anything else. Yeah love that. And we've just thinking like 
we. We talked about this before it hit record but the steinau I felt it. I had this interaction 
recently. And i know some friends have as well as where sometimes the missionaries come 
over. Maybe it's a dinner appointment or maybe those aren't as common these days but just the 
missionary stop by in this awkward question of like well. Can you give us a name of someone 
we could reach out to in possibly teach you know. Maybe i've sort of given like you said for sorta 
gone through the names of of all my friends but to instead for a fulltime michigan gordon. Say 
hey do you have any interest groups that you're part of an inquiry asked you to maybe spend 
ten minutes a day in that interest group and just having casual conversations and to me. That's 
something like if a missionary asked me to deb. Yeah i could do that. I'd probably should do that 
more. I get caught up in work in different things in. That would be a good place for by time. You 
know sort of teaching some of these methods that full missioner's are doing teaching to the 
members in their area. Great service may not lead to a specific baptism in that specific warden 
in which they're serving. Yeah that's a great idea and the missionaries sharing their own 
success stories. You know what when they join interest groups what seems to go well for them 
in sharing and kind of opening up a little bit dropping the curtain if you will about who they are 
and having a gospel conversation the experiences that i shared the sister missionary in las 
vegas. She didn't hesitate to say she was a volunteer for the her church and waiting when 
colored would pass should be able to go to the czech republic open about that some people 
picked up on it so people didn't but that's a sort of a way of the missionaries sharing their 



experiences on how they on social media are are able to meet people similarly that sister who 
joined the jazz group. She talked about her instruments in her love of jazz specific songs and 
then she would share experiences. That happened during her day or her week. Because that's 
what friends do share experiences of what happened in our week. 
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With other people and some people picked up on that and she was able to teach some context 
result sharing how missionaries are being successful as they go to members homes. I think is a 
great way of avoiding the guilt trip and enabling missionaries to be well received when they 
when it comes to people's homes in some cases missionaries are still able to go for dinner. 
Appointments that may have to wear masks or social distance. What things i actually 
encouraged missionaries to do in ghana is what we call reverse. Dinner appointments and i 
talked about that in my book. What they don't teach you Mdc reverse dinner points as 
missionaries taking a meal to members home rather than just accepting meals at particular in 
places like ghana. People are very poor and members want to express appreciation to the 
missionaries at a great sacrifice in some cases for them to feed the missionaries. Well the new 
testament. Peter talks about hospitality. And so we use that to say in our mission later council. 
How can we express hospitality. We give back. The numbers and the missionaries themselves 
came up with this whole idea of versed in report and taking meals to members and made a 
whole different atmosphere instead of the missionaries having only a single purpose when they 
came to your home to eat and ask her friends to a okay. We're bringing the meal an hour. We're 
teaching you something different about how to have a gospel conversation. Love it chris. On 
social media here says sharing just serve experiences works in our area. That's there's so many 
ways to slice this right like this approaching it in norm. This has been awesome. I'm really 
excited for your book to come out. I know but can be a lot of work in. So it's like burning and 
other child right to the end of the world so where give any details on that where we should look 
for it and Where do we. You'd send people if available at cedar for so you can preorder right 
now by going to cedar fort salsa available on amazon. There are more than one. Norman hill 
that. I know that because i'm a part of an academic review website and they keep telling me i 
have new citations on their inorganic chemistry. And i guarantee you. That's not me but it's 
available at cedar fort It's available on amazon. They don't teach you at the mtc Norman hill and 
would appreciate a feedback from people who read it as well and is it. Book primarily is written 
four. Obviously anybody can learn a benefit from it but is primarily the primary audience people 
who are preparing to serve the full mission. The answer is yes so prospective missionaries. I 
would say any youth. Twelve to nineteen would benefit from. I also have accomplished chapters 
at the end on reentry back after your Return missionaries could benefit from it as well How come 
make a better transition back into school or work of your your next life interests and then of 
course as you earlier all of us are everyday missionaries and can benefit from some of the ways 
the full time missionaries are doing things by applying the in our daily lives as well so while 
there's a broad audience prospective missionaries youth would be the primary awesome. Will i 
look forward to that in a hope. People check it out last. Kushner have feared is just if you were 
talking to somebody just about to get on that plane to go serve emission and he just wanted one 



piece of encouragement advice to him before they did that. Something maybe something they 
didn't learn at the. Mtc what would you say to him. The most important message. Factually do 
learn at the mtc. Which is rely on the holy ghost in. You don't have to do anything alone. And so 
i emphasize that in book as well it's not a deviation from preached by gospel it's instead preach. 
My gospel has a lot of principles. I try to have a lot of applications. In addition the last couple of 
years the church has produced some really useful information for missionaries for members 
adjusting missionary. Life is a great booklet. I have some extensions of some of the principles 
that are in adjusting to missionary life in my book and last play a teaching in the same way has 
some really good techniques on how to be better teachers. 
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I take some of those and again extend them said last night. But there's actually a horse. Not all 
missions are using my plan which is a re entry back after your mission i started doing some 
things for missionaries before my plan came out i've incorporated some of those as well as 
some of the ideas of my plan and even article that i wrote in the new era some years ago. 
Discovering what you're good at in the new era and all of those resources get summarized in 
pointing missionaries in some directions. That will be really helpful. Most important thing is to 
know that lord is gonna be with them is. They're doing his for. He will be there. Companion will 
be their guide as they rely on the lord the holy host will teach them all things they need to do. 
That concludes my interview with norm hill. Appreciate his His work in definitely go check out his 
book. What they don't teach you at the mtc which should be on amazon and bookstores 
everywhere. Be a great one to read and especially a good gift. Right for that soon to be leaving 
fulltime missionary. Who else do you know. Who's who could share some things on how i lead 
segment. We'd love to connect with those individuals and their brain and share it with the world. 
So go to leading saints saint org slash contact. Fill out the information there and tell us who 
you're thinking of. Maybe give them a heads up. Be willing to do that so then. I can have a warm 
contact. Their invite them on the leading saints. Podcast how i lead segment and remind you 
once again to text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven. In order to subscribe to 
deleting saints weekly newsletter did came as a result of a position of leadership which was 
imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the gospel. Of jesus 
christ and when the declaration was made concerning the only true and living church on the 
face of the earth we were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership 
from which we cannot shrink nor runaway handle which we must face up with boldness and 
courage and ability. 


